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IOANNIS PAPADIMITRIOU

Proof: Considertheidentity12(12 + 1) = (2,12) j2.
If 1212 is irrationalthenwe are finished.If not,then 1212 is rational. Hence
(1212)1V2 is irrational,and 12(/2 + 1) is the examplein thiscase.
Thereis also a simpleidentityby meansof whichit can be provedthata rational
numberraised to an irrationalpower may be irrational.But perhaps the reader
would enjoyfindingthisone himself.
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A SIMPLE PROOF OF THE FORMULA
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Start with the inequalitysinx <x <tan x for 0 < x < t/2, take reciprocals,
and square each memberto obtain
cot2x
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1 + Cot2x.
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Now put x = ki/(2m+ 1) wherek and m are integers,1 ? k ? m, and sum on
k to obtain
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But since we have
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(a proof of (2) is given below) relation(1) gives us
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Multiplythis relationby 72/(4m2) and let m
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Proof of (2). By equating imaginaryparts in the formula
cos nO+ i sin nO = (cos 0 + i sin O)n = sinno(cot0 + i)n
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CLASSROOM NOTES

sin0n

=

k=Ok

()

ikcotn ko,

we obtain the trigonometric
identity

sinnO = sin ((7)cotn'-

-

() cotn3 + (n)ctn-5o-+

Take n = 2m + 1 and writethisin the form
(3)

sin(2m+ 1)0 = =sin2m+1I OPm(cot2O)
with 0 < 0 < 2t

wherePmis the polynomialof degreem givenby
Pm(x)= (2

+ 1 )xm - (2

+ 1)xm- 1 + (2

+ 1)

xm-2-

+

Since sin0 # 0 for 0 < 0 < it/2, equation (3) shows thatPm(cot20)= 0 if and only
if (2m + 1)0 = kirfor some integerk. ThereforePm(x) vanishesat the m distinct
points Xk = cot2 rk/(2m
+ 1) for k = 1,2, ***,m. These are all the zeros of Pm(x)
and theirsum is
cot2

irk

_
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which proves (2).
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ANOTHER ELEMENTARY PROOF OF EULER'S FORMULA FOR C(2n)
TOM M. APOSTOL, California
ofTechnology
Institute

1. Introduction.
The classicformula

(1)

C(2n)=

E
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)n

(27r)2nB2n
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which expressesC(2n) as a rational multipleof 7r2n was discoveredby Euler [2].
The numbersBnare Bernoullinumbersand can be definedby the recursionformula
Bo=

1, Bn =

(

)Bs for n

2,

or equivalently,as the coefficients
in thepowerseriesexpansion
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